WARNING

Read and follow carefully the instructions and warnings
contained in this manual. Failure to observe all instructions
and warnings could lead to severe or permanent injuries.
Note: This vision system cannot offer protection in all
situations.
ALWAYS wear your vision system when you are within or
near an area where paintball markers are in use or when
handling a paintball marker.
NEVER remove or raise up your vision system in the
playing area, even when lens gets dirty or fogs up. Should
your vision system accidentally come off, protect your eyes
immediately by getting to the ground, and covering yoru
face with your hands. Inform all players to cease firing and
request that a player or referee help you leave the playing
area with your eyes covered.
BEFORE the start of each game, all paintball markers must
be chronographed ensuring that paintball speeds do not
exceed 300 fps (91 m/s). Higher muzzle speeds can
exceed resistance limits of the vision system, and can lead
to serious or permanent injury. Do not play when paintball
speeds are unverified or exceed recommended limits.
GOGGLES ARE FOR PAINTBALL ACTIVITIES ONLY
AND NOT FOR INDUSTRIAL USE.

USAGE AND CARE
INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL

WARNING

Before beginning a game test the Anti-Fog of your vision
system’s lens by breathing on it’s inside surface. Should the
lens fog up, treat with an approved anti-fog product or
replace your lens.

VISION SYSTEM AND LENS CARE
Your G.I. VISION system uses a polycarbonate lens which is treated
with a Thermo-Cured, Anti-Fog and Anti-Scratch coating ensuring the
very best performance and clarity.
CLEANING YOUR VISION SYSTEM
Always clean your lens within 2 hours of any contact with paintball
markings. Remove lens to thoroughly clean all vision system surfaces.
Use only warm water to clean the lens. Cleaning products may hinder
and weaken lens. Replace lenses that come into contact with any
chemicals or fumes.
Use only clean soft cloths when cleaning lens. Avoid using other
substances that can damage, scratch or dull your lens such as
newpaper, paper towels, dish towels or clothing.
When drying out your lens please note that the inside anti-fog will go
through a tacky phase. This is normal and will stop once lens is
completely dry.
In order to clean this surface properly. It is recommended that you pat
dry with a moist cloth and not wipe the inside as this will lead to
streaking.
V-Force is a brand of G.I. Sportz Direct, LLC.
PATENT(S): See www.paintballsolutions.com/patents © 2019 G.I.
Sportz. All rights reserved. This G.I. Sportz product is protected by
one or more United States patents. G.I. Sportz Trademarks, Designs
and Copyrights are protected by one or more United States patents
and International Law. For more information contact G.I. Sportz at
info@gisportz.com

WARNING

DO NOT USE UNTIL ALL INSTRUCTIONS
REGARDING SAFETY HAVE BEEN READ.

STORING YOUR VISION SYSTEM
Make sure your G.I. VISION system is totally clean before
storing it. Protect the lens from any possible impact or
scratching. Always strore your vision system in a clean cool
dry place. Protect from high temperatures, fumes, chemical
products and abrasive materials.
REMOVING YOUR LENS.

WARNING

Always check lens before adn after using. Lens should be
replaced after one year of use, even if it appears perfect.
Replace immediately if any scrathces or cracks are
apparent, or after andy direct paintball impact less than a
distance of 10 feet (3 meters).
Note: Though uncommon in some cases the vision system
may cause skin irritations in persons that suffer from skin
inflammations or allergies. Should any irritations occur
discontinue use immediately and consult a physician.

WARNING

Before wearing your vision system ensure that lens and clips
are firmly locked in place.
Do not modify your vision system in any way.
Use only approved product accessories from G.I. VISION.

LENS REMOVAL
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LENS INSTALLATION

Remove temple clip
pulling from the
angled narrow end.
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Remove Locking Mechanism
(inner clip) by flexing it’s tip
outward and then pushing it
forward towards lens.
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Once both temple clips and
Locking Mechanism Clips
(inner clips) are removed carefully
push lens sides and remove.

STRAP REPLACEMENT
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After inserting lens
attach temple clip to
outer side of vision
system.

While holding temple clip
on the outside, slide in the
Locking Mechanism Clip
(inner clip) in fasten position.

Slide in Locking Mechanism
Clip until it “clicks” securely
into place. Repeat step on
opposite side.

FITTING VISION SYSTEM
Make sure that the strap is inserted properly in the provided
slot area in the sides of the vision system and that it fits snug
to your head. Adjust strap by sliding strap adjusters to fit your
exact head size. The inner foam area around the lens should
sit properly and comfortably around your eyes.

*NOTE: Locking Mechanism Clips
are branded L for left side and R for right side.

NOT DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN 12 YEARS AND UNDER

“CLICK”

“CLICK”

G.I. SPORTZ INC.
2955 ADAMS CENTER ROAD, FORT WAYNE, IN 46803 / WWW.GISPORTZ.COM

IMPORTANT!

When cleaning or replacing head strap, push Locking Mechanism Clips
(inner clips) towards the outside of vision system until “clicking”
sound is heard to ensure your strap is safely scure.

WARNING

DO NOT USE UNTIL ALL INSTRUCTIONS
REGARDING SAFETY HAVE BEEN READ.
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